QL Boat Trim System, Updated Ordering Guidelines

Models: QL Accessories

Distribution: Parts Date: 02-2008 Binder: Parts Replaces:

To further enhance and secure the various functions of the QL Boat Trim System (BTS), there is a continuous development work in progress. This work has now resulted in a number of changes of some of the individual components. Some of these changes just mean normal, unequivocal and straight replacements, while others will have an affect on the ordering structure. However it will not mean any changes when it comes to installation or operation of the system, nor will there be any exterior changes of the products. The components concerned of the changes are the Control Unit and the Interceptor Unit and the changes are described below:

Control Unit
A modified SW is introduced to the Control Units, which further will enhance and secure some of the functions of the system. The user of the system will not recognize any changes, except of the new part numbers. The current Control Units 3593900 and 3593901 are thus replaced by 21169550 and 21169551 respectively. The replacements are already updated in the system and the deliveries of 21169550 and 21169551 have just started.

Interceptor Unit
The current Interceptor Units 1140712 (450mm) and 1140714 (300mm) will remain. In parallel two new part numbers are introduced, i.e. 21175604 (450mm) and 21175600 (300mm). The reason for introducing these two new Interceptor Units, i.e. 21175600 and 21175604, is a minor change of one of the internal components, which is a necessary adaptation to the new Control Unit SW. The delivery of 21175600 and 21175604 is scheduled to start mid February 2008.

Note! The new part numbers 21175600 and 21175604 will NOT replace the current ones (1140712 and 1140714). For more details about when to use 1140712 and 1140714, please read the text you find below under the headlines Ordering guidelines - For Existing installations and the attached document "How to order QL Boat Trim System"

Boat trim kits
Kit 3593902 is replaced by 21175605
Kit 3593903 is replaced by 21175615

The new Control Unit and the new Interceptor Unit are part of the new kits. Delivery of the new kits is scheduled to start end February 2008.
All Cables and the Automatic Boat trim kit (3848678) will remain unchanged.

Ordering guidelines (see also the attached document "How to order QL Boat Trim System" dated 2008-02-06)

For New installations:
- Kit 21175605 (450mm) or 21175615 (300mm) or alternatively separate components:
- Control Unit 21169550 (1-pair) or 21169551 (2-pairs)
- Control Panel 3847462 (as present)
- Interceptor 21175600 (300mm) or 21175604 (450mm)
- Automatic Boat Trim kit 3848678 (as present)
- Cables (as present)

For existing installations:
- For replacing of Control Unit use 21169550 (1-pair) or 21169551 (2-pairs)
- For replacing of Control Panel, use 3847462
- For replacing of Interceptors, use 1140714 (300mm) or 1140712 (450mm), when Control Unit 1140718, 1140719, 3593900 or 3593901 is installed. Should Control Unit 21169550 or 21169551 be installed, use Interceptors 21175600 (300mm) or 21175604 (450mm)
- For replacing of Attitude Control Unit, use 3847463
- For replacing of GPS receiver, use 3847459